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Abstract We report XMM-Newton observations of the
Galactic supernova remnant G296.8−0.3, together with
complementary radio and infrared data. The spatial
and spectral properties of the X-ray emission, detected
towards G296.8−0.3, was investigated in order to ex-
plore the possible evolutionary scenarios and the physi-
cal connexion with its unusual morphology detected at
radio frequencies. G296.8−0.3 displays diffuse X-ray
emission correlated with the peculiar radio morphol-
ogy detected in the interior of the remnant and with
the shell-like radio structure observed to the north-
west side of the object. The X-ray emission peaks in
the soft/medium energy range (0.5-3.0 keV). The X-
ray spectral analysis confirms that the column density
is high (NH∼0.64×10
22 cm−2) which supports a dis-
tant location (d>9 kpc) for the SNR. Its X-ray spec-
trum can be well represented by a thermal (PSHOCK)
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model, with kT ∼ 0.86 keV, an ionization timescale of
6.1×1010 cm−3 s, and low abundance (∼ 0.12 Z⊙). The
24 µm observations show shell-like emission correlated
with part of the northwest and southeast boundaries
of the SNR. In addition a point-like X-ray source is
also detected close to the geometrical center of the ra-
dio SNR. The object presents some characteristics of
the so-called compact central objects (CCO). Its X-
ray spectrum is consistent with those found at other
CCOs and the value of NH is consistent with that of
G296.8−0.3, which suggests a physical connexion with
the SNR.
Keywords ISM: individual objects: G296.8−0.3 –
ISM: supernova remnants – X-ray: ISM - radiation
mechanism: thermal – ISM: individual objects: 2XMMi
J115836.1−623516
1 Introduction
It is generally accepted that supernova remnants
(SNRs) are the dominant source of Galactic cosmic
rays, at least for energies up to 3×1015 eV. These ob-
jects provide a significant fraction of the mechanical
energy that heats, compresses and chemically enriches
the interstellar medium (ISM). Therefore, SNRs can
be used to investigate global properties of the galaxy
as well as the local environment where they evolve.
Thanks to significant advances in the angular resolu-
tion capabilities of modern X-ray observatories such
as XMM-Newton and Chandra, important progress has
been made concerning the detection of new and well-
known SNRs (Sasaki et al. 2004; Bocchino et al. 2005;
Combi et al. 2010a; Combi et al. 2010b). At present,
30% of the radio SNRs display X-ray emission and
more than a dozen of SNRs were originally discovered
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Fig. 1 Left panel: XMM-Newton X-ray color image of G296.8-0.3 generated for three energy bands: 0.5-1.0 (red),
1.0-2.0 (green), and 2.0-5.0 keV (blue), for the combined MOS1/2 cameras. A Gaussian smoothing with a kernel radius of
19.6×19.6 arcsec was applied to the image. For comparison, the MOST radio image (in white contours) obtained at 843
MHz (Whiteoak & Green 1996) is also presented in Figure. Radio contours are indicated in steps of 0.2, 0.29, and 0.83
mJy beam−1. The dashed line indicates the direction of the low density tunnel in the interior of the remnant suggested by
Gaensler et al. (1998). Right panel: X-ray image of G296.8-0.3 in a logarithmic flux scale (units of ph cm−2 s−1) in the
0.5-5.0 keV energy range. The 1 and 3 sigma contours are showed in yellow color. The locations of the point-like X-ray
sources detected within the SNR are numbered (in increasing right ascension order) and indicated by (blue) circles with
radii of 15”. The CCD size of the MOS camera and the extraction regions used for the spectral analysis are also indicated.
Aschenbach 1998; Bamba et al. 2003; Yamaguchi et al.
2004). Studying the connexion between radio, infrared
and X-ray emission of SNRs enables us to explore how
stars end their lives and better understand the evolu-
tionary process in this kind of fascinating sources.
The southern galactic SNR G296.8-0.3 (1156-62) lies
in the direction to the Scutum-Crux arm of our galaxy.
It was first detected at radio frequencies by Large &
Vaughan (1972). Initially, it was considered as a shell-
type remnant despite its unusual and ill-defined shape
(Shaver & Goss 1970; Goss & Shaver 1970). Subse-
quent higher-resolution radio observations at 843 MHz
(Whiteoak & Green 1996) showed a complicated multi-
ringed structure, with its diffuse interior emission being
brightest in its northwest side. HI observations carried
out by Gaensler et al. (1997) allowed to obtain lower
and upper limits on its systemic velocity in the range
+15 to +30 km s−1. This corresponds to a distance of
9.6±0.6 kpc. A flux density of 7.0± 0.3 Jy was mea-
sured at 1.3 GHz for the total radio structure. Through-
out this paper, a mean distance of 9 kpc is assumed. It
corresponds to an angular size of ∼ 31 pc.
At X-ray energies, an exploratory study was carried
out with the ROSAT satellite by Hwang & Markert
(1994). These authors noted marginal X-ray emission
(4 σ detection) near the peak of radio emission to the
northwest part of the remnant. However, the poor
statistics and limited X-ray energy range of the ROSAT
telescope did not allow to observe a clear well-defined
morphology of the X-ray emission.
As part of a program addressed to study the X-ray
emission of supernova remnants, in this paper we re-
port XMM−Newton observations of G296.8-0.3, and in-
frared data obtained with the Spitzer Space Telescope
in order to study the physical characteristics of the ob-
ject and the surrounding ISM where it evolves. The
structure of the paper is as follows: in Sect. 2, we de-
scribe the XMM-Newton observations, data reduction
and present our X-ray analysis. IR results are reported
in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we discuss the implications of
our results. Finally in Sect. 5, we summarize our main
conclusions.
2 XMM-Newton observation and data
reduction
G296.8-0.3 was observed by the XMM-Newton X-ray
satellite in two separate pointings. These were per-
formed on 2008 February 16 (ObsID 0503780301) and
2008 August 16 (ObsID 0550170101), with the EPIC
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Fig. 2 Left panel: EPIC MOS1 (in black) and pn (in red) spectra of the SNR. Solid line indicate the best-fit model (see
Table 1). Right panel: EPIC MOS 1 and 2 spectra of the central point source. The bottom plots in the panels display
the χ2 residual of the best fit model.
MOS (Turner et al. 2001) and EPIC pn (Stru¨der et al.
2001) cameras. Both observations have similar pointing
coordinates (α=11h58m30.0, δ=−62◦35′00.0 ; J2000),
and were placed at the CCD center. The XMM-Newton
data were calibrated and analyzed with the XMM Sci-
ence Analysis System (SAS) version 10.0.0. To exclude
high background activity, which can affect the obser-
vations, we extracted light curves of photons above 10
keV from the entire field-of-view of the cameras, and
excluded time intervals with count rate higher than 3 σ
above average to produce a GTI file. Unfortunately, the
observation ObsID 0503780301 was affected by a high
and variable soft proton background level (Lumb et al.
2002), whereas the other one ObsID 0550170101 is un-
affected by background fluctuations. In order to avoid
contamination for high background patterns, hereafter
our analysis concerns only the second observation.
After the time filtering, 45.2 ks of useful data for
MOS1, 45.1 ks for MOS2, and 46.5 ks for the pn cam-
eras are available for further data analysis, which is
∼80% of the total exposure. To create images, spectra,
and light curves, we selected events with FLAG = 0
and PATTERN ≤ 12 for MOS1/2 and PATTERN ≤ 4
for pn.
2.1 X-ray images
Figure 1 (left panel) shows a color composite XMM-
Newton image G296.8-0.3 in three energy bands: 0.5-
1.0 (red), 1.0-2.0 (green), and 2.0-5.0 keV (blue), for
the combined MOS1/2 cameras. Images were corrected
for the spatial dependent exposure, and the instrumen-
tal background was also substracted. At X-ray ener-
gies > 2.6 keV the SNR is not detected. The contour
map overplotted on Figure 1 is the MOST 843 MHz
radio continuum map (Whiteoak & Green 1996), which
can help us to identify the origin of the X-rays. The
X-ray structure of the SNR is complex and covers ∼
30% of the total radio extent. It shows three different
components: interior diffuse emission coincident with
the unusual rectangular strip (Gaensler et al. 1998)
running through its center seen at radio frequencies
(indicated with the dashed line in Fig.1, left panel),
a bright soft shell-like feature with an angular size of
∼ 8’, coincident with the northwest radio shell, and at
least 9 point-like sources. All of them are numbered
in Fig.1, right panel. These point sources were de-
tected by using the source detection meta-task ‘edetect-
chain’. Sources 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 and 9 display medium and
hard X-ray emission and could be background AGNs.
The remaining one, source 8, displays soft and medium
X-ray emission. As can be seen, source 8 is located
close to the geometrical center of the radio structure
(α=11h58m36.2, δ=−62◦35′20.0 ; J2000). The source
is catalogued as 2XMMi J15836.1-623516 in the XMM-
Newton Serendipitous Source Catalogue 2XMMi-DR3
(Watson et al. 2009)1.
The interior of the radio remnant is filled with X-ray
emitting material, and the spatial coincidence of X-ray
and radio emission suggests that the physical conditions
of the terminal shock region are very similar to those
found at the outer shocks of ordinary SNRs. From the
X-ray image we see enhanced X-ray emission on the
northwest part of the SNR, which is probably caused
by density enhancements in the medium in which the
shock propagates and forms a more or less continuous
structure. We notice that the X-ray emission is en-
tirely contained within the boundaries of the radio shell.
1http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR?-source=IX
4This bright filamentary X-ray structure is centered at
(α=11h57m44.5, δ=−62◦33′00.0; J2000) and has an an-
gular size of 8 arcmin on the plane of the sky. The X-ray
emission of the SNR fades out to the southeast, lacking
a clearly defined edge.
2.2 Spectral X-ray analysis
2.2.1 The diffuse X-ray emission
In order to study the physical properties of the plasma
in the remnant, a X-ray spectrum of G298.6-0.3 was
extracted from the EPIC cameras using an elliptical
region (shown in Fig. 1, right panel) that comprises
∼ 50% of the central CCD of the MOS cameras and
spread part of 4 CCDs of the pn camera. For such
purpose we use the SAS task ‘evselect’ with suitable
parameters for the MOS 1/2 and PN cameras. The
background spectrum of the SNR was also taken from
an elliptical region located within the central CCD of
the MOS cameras. These regions were defined exclu-
sively on the central chip to avoid having to account for
chip-to-chip variations. The spectral analysis was per-
formed with the XSPEC package (Arnaud, 1996). The
X-ray spectrum of the SNR is shown in Fig. 2A (left
panel).
The global spectrum has two components. The dif-
fuse X-ray emission of the SNR (dominant in the en-
ergy range of 0.5−3.0 keV), plus the contribution of
point-like sources (mainly contributing in energy range
of 2.5−5.0 keV). In order to obtain the X-ray spectrum
of the SNR, we have excluded all the point-like sources
taking circular regions with a radius of 15”. The ex-
tracted EPIC MOS1/2 and pn spectra were grouped
with a minimum of 30 counts per spectral bin, and the
χ2 statistics was used. Ancillary response files (ARFs)
and redistribution matrix files (RMFs) were calculated.
The X-ray emission of the SNR peaks in the 0.5–3.0 keV
energy range and it is clearly dominated by thermal
emission. Thus, we used a PSHOCK model affected by
an absorption interstellar model (PHABS; Balucinska-
Church and McCammon 1992) to fit it. The X-ray pa-
rameters for the best-fit of the diffuse emission are given
in Table 1.
2.2.2 The X-ray source 2XMMi J115836.1−623516
Since the point-like source is surrounded by diffuse X-
ray emission of the SNR, we extracted its spectrum
from a circular region with a radius of 6 arcsec (EE∼
50%) and grouped it with a minimun of 18 counts per
spectral bin. The background spectrum was estimated
from an annular region with radii of 8 and 25 arcsec.
The spectrum of the source is shown in Figure 2 (right
panel).
In order to study the X-ray properties of this com-
pact source we fitted its spectrum with several spec-
tral models. However, due to the low-photons statistic,
the most representative one is a simple power-law (PL)
model that yields a neutral hydrogen absorption col-
umn NH=0.55 ±0.1 cm
−2, an index Γ=4.3 ±0.7 and
a normalization of 6.1(±2.5)×10−6 cm−2. The absorp-
tion corrected X-ray flux is Fx=9.9 (±0.1) ×10
−14 erg
s−1 cm−2 in the 0.3−3.0 keV band. The fit is acceptable
in terms of the minimum χ2 (χ2
ν
= 1.1 for 24 d.o.f).
As can be seen, this model provides a good value of
χ2 and the value of NH is similar to the value obtained
for the SNR. This fact, supports the possibility that the
point source detected at the geometrical centre of the
SNR has a real physical connexion with G296.8-0.3.
In addition, we found no significant pulsed signal
with a period greater than twice the read-out time of
the EPIC-PN camera in the FF mode (73.3 ms), which
corresponds to a Nyquist limit of 0.146 s.
3 The Infrared emission from G296.8-0.3
Using radio observations performed with the MOST
radiotelescope at 0.843 GHz, and infrared Spitzer-
MIPS (Rieke et al. 2004) observations of the SNR,
we have investigated the positional correlation between
all the detected emissions. The MIPS basic calibrated
data (BCD) were downloaded from the Spitzer archive.
These images were re-processed with the regular MIPS
pipeline (version S18.7.0), and then mosaicked using
MOPEX (version 18.3.1) and the standard MIPS 24µm
mosaic pipeline.
In Fig. 3, we show the MIPS image at 24 µm with
the radio contours superimposed. The 24 µm emis-
sion is strongly correlated with the radio shells, with
several faint filaments coincident on the northwest and
southeast parts of the SNR. This emission is generally
interpreted as thermal emission from dust grains that
have been swept up and shock-heated by the supernova
blast wave (Tappe et al. 2006). The extraction regions
used for computing the infrared fluxes on the shell-like
boundaries are indicated in green. The mid-infrared
fluxes at 24 µm of the northwest and southeast regions
are 30.2±0.2 Jy and 14.3±0.1 Jy, respectively.
The X-ray emission detected on the northwest ra-
dio shell follows the infrared emission very well, which
demonstrates the connection between the X-ray emit-
ting plasma and the heated dust grains. This result
seems to indicate that the enhanced X-ray emission is
caused by the expansion through a dense ISM with a
5Table 1 X–ray spectral parameters for the diffuse X-ray emission.
Model & Values
Parameters
PHABS
NH [cm
−2] 0.64(±0.14)×1022
PSHOCK
kT [keV] 0.86± 0.1
Abund. [Z⊙] 0.12± 0.08
τ [s cm−3] 6.1 (±1.6)×1010
Norm 2.2(±0.6)×10−3
EM (×1057) 2.1 ±0.2
χ2
ν
/ d.o.f. 1.34 / 160
Flux(0.5-1.0)[erg cm−2 s−1] 2.4(±1.5)×10−12
Flux(1.0-2.0)[erg cm−2 s−1] 4.9(±1.2)×10−13
Flux(2.0-3.0)[erg cm−2 s−1] 8.4(±1.8)×10−14
Total Flux(0.5-3.0)[erg cm−2 s−1] 3.7(±1.7)×10−12
Normalization is defined as 10−14/4piD2×
∫
nH nedV , where D is distance in [cm], nH is the hydrogen density [cm
−3], ne is the electron density [cm
−3], and V is the volume [cm3]. The flux in the three energy ranges 0.5-1.0,
1.0-2.0 and 2.0-3.0 keV, is absorption-corrected. Values in parentheses are the single parameter 90% confidence
interval. The abundance parameter is given relative to the solar values of Anders & Grevesse (1989).
density gradient toward the northwest side of the rem-
nant. Under these conditions, it is possible to roughly
make quantitative estimates of the swept-up ISM dust
mass in the northwest and southeast rims using the for-
mulae introduced by Whittet (2003),
Mdust =
4ρFλd
2
3Bλ(Tdust)
[
a
Qλ
]
, (1)
In this equation we have adopted a density ρ =
2500 kgm−3 for silicate/graphite grains, a distance d =
9kpc for the SNR, a dust temperature Tdust ∼ 100 K
at 24µm, and an average ratio of grain radius a over
emissivity Qλ of 1 × 10
−5m (see, Tappe et al. 2006).
Using the infrared flux densities Fλ computed at 24µm
and the Planck function Bλ(Tdust) at 24 µm, we de-
rived a dust mass of ∼ 0.010 M⊙ and ∼ 0.006 M⊙ for
the northwest and southeast rims, respectively. Eq. 1
is an approximation assuming spherical dust grains of
uniform size, composition, and in thermal equilibrium.
In order to inspect if there exists some infrared coun-
terpart to 2XMMi J115836.1-623516, we show in Fig.
4 a Spitzer/IRAC deep image of the central region of
G296.9-0.3 in the 3.6 µm band. The extraction cir-
cle with a radius of 6 arcsec, used in the X-ray spec-
tral analysis, is overplotted. As can be seen only one
infrared source lies near the edge of the encircled re-
gion. The position of the X-ray source is given in
the 2XMM catalogue (Watson et al., 2009) with a
relative precision of one arcsec. However, it is well-
known from cross-correlations with other astrometric
catalogues that the absolute accuracy in the position of
XMM-Newton sources ranges between 5 and 10 arcsec
(Della Ceca et al. 2004, Lo´pez-Santiago et al. 2007,
Combi et al. 2011). Therefore, we cannot assure if the
infrared source observed near the edge of the encircle
region is physically associated or not with the X-ray
object.
4 Discussion
4.1 Physical parameters of G296.8-0.3
Two possible evolutionary scenarios to explain the un-
usual morphology observed at radio frequencies in SNR
G296.8−0.3, were initially studied by Gaensler et al.
(1998). These authors suggested that the biannular
appearance is induced by axial symmetry in the pro-
genitor wind, or the SNR morphology resulted from the
inhomogeneous ISM into which it is expanding. They
conclude that the second possibility is more probable
and that G296.8−0.3 seems consistent with being the
remnant of a single explosion, where the unusual lin-
ear feature running north-south through the remnant
may represent a low density tunnel which has been re-
energized by an encounter with the SN shock.
It is clear that G296.8-0.3 is found in a complex area
in the Scutum-Crux arm of our galaxy, where the ISM
is particularly inhomogeneous and density variations in
the pre-shock medium are present. The radio, infrared
and X-ray observations of G296.8-0.3 here analyzed,
6Fig. 3 Spitzer MIPS 24 µm image of G296.8-0.3 with the
radio contours at 843 MHz (in white) overlaid. The ex-
traction regions used for computing the infrared fluxes are
indicated in green color.
can provide crucial information about the origin and
evolution of the SNR, as well as regarding the age, en-
ergetics, ambient conditions and the presence of heated
dust. With all this information in mind, we could out-
line a possible framework that allows to explain the
characteristics of the emissions observed from the SNR.
The XMM observations reveal that there is diffuse X-
ray emission in the interior of the SNR well-correlated
with the unusual rectangular strip running through its
center seen at radio frequencies, a bright soft shell-
like feature coincident with the internal northwest ra-
dio shell, and several hard point-like sources (possibly
background AGNs). Moreover, the 24 µm observations
show two limb-brightened shell-like structures on the
northwest and southeast parts of the SNR, and faint
filaments strongly correlated with the radio shells.
The emission measure (EM) computed for the global
region of the SNR can allow us to estimate the cor-
responding density of the X-ray emitting gas. From
the X-ray image, we can roughly assume that the X-
ray emission fills an ellipsoid with radii of ∼ 3 × 4
arcmin and estimate the volume V of the X-ray emit-
ting plasma. At a distance of 9 kpc, the SNR defines an
X-ray emitting volume VSNR= 6.1×10
58 cm3. Based on
the EM determined by the spectral fitting (see Table 1),
we can estimate the electron density of the plasma, ne,
by ne=
√
EM/V , which results in ne∼ 0.18 cm
−3. In
this case, the number density of the nucleons was sim-
ply assumed to be the same as that of electrons. The
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Fig. 4 Central region of the SNR observed by Sptizer in
the 3.6 µm band. We have overplotted the 6 arcsec extrac-
tion region used for the spectral X-ray analysis.
age t is determined from the ionization timescale, τ , by
t=τ/ne. Therefore, the elapsed time after the plasma
was heated is t ∼ 1.0×104 yr. This result shows that
G296.8−0.3 is a middle-aged SNR.
Assuming that the SNR is in the adiabatic (Sedov-
Taylor) phase, Gaensler et al. (1998) obtained several
physical parameters for the object. Taking into ac-
count a kinetic energy of the initial explosion of E=
1051 erg, and that the SNR expands in an ISM with
a density of 0.2 cm−3, these authors computed an age
of t=(10±2)×103 yr for G296.8-0.3. This value agrees
very well with the age obtained by us above using the
X-ray information.
4.2 The central source 2XMMi J115836.1-623516
Concerning the point-like X-ray source located close to
the geometrical center of the radio structure, we see
no significant variability that disfavors an accreting bi-
nary origin, a soft thermal spectrum that eliminates a
background active nucleus, lack of radio counterpart,
and absence of a surrounding pulsar wind nebula. At
first sight, we can see that the source displays some
characteristics of the so-called CCO (see Pavlov et al.
2004, for a review), a new population of isolated neu-
tron stars (NSs) with clear differences from isolated
rotation-powered pulsars and accretion-powered X-ray
pulsars in close binary systems.
The nature of these objects is still unclear. It is
thought that the X-ray emission from CCOs is gener-
ally due to the thermal cooling of the NS (e.g Zavlin,
7Trumper & Pavlov 1999), with typical temperatures of
a few 106 K, as inferred from their thermal-like spec-
tra. They have X-ray luminosities (LX) in the range
of 1033-1034 erg s−1 and display X-ray spectra charac-
terized by a blackbody model with temperatures (kT )
in the range of 0.2-0.5 keV or a power-law model with
very steep index Γ (see Pavlov et al. 2003). Halpern
& Gotthelf (2010) have recently suggested that these
objects could be weakly magnetized NSs (B ∼ 1010 G),
i.e., a kind of “anti-magnetars”.
In order to check the characteristics of 2XMMi
J115836.1-623516, we computed its LX and spin-
down luminosity E˙, to compare with other well-known
CCOs (Pavlov et al. 2003). Adopting a mean dis-
tance of 9 kpc and a total unabsorbed X-ray flux of
F0.3−3.0=9.9×10
−14 ergs cm−2 s−1, we obtain an unab-
sorbed luminosity LX= 1.0×10
33 ergs s−1. A rough es-
timate of the spin-down luminosity can be derived using
the empirical formula by Seward &Wang (1988), log LX
(ergs s−1)= 1.39 log E˙ - 16.6, which gives E˙= 3.9×1035
ergs s−1. LX lies within the range suggested by Pavlov
et al. (2004) and by Halpern & Gotthelf (2010) for
CCO objects. The second quantity, E˙, falls below the
empirical threshold for generating bright wind nebulae
of E˙c ≈ 4×10
36 ergs s−1. These results suggest that
the system G296.8-0.3/2XMMi J115836.1-623516 is a
thermal SNR with, possibly, a nondetected NS. Plau-
sible reasons for the nondetection of a NS are the low-
photon statistic, a short rotation period or unfavorable
geometrical conditions.
5 Conclusions
We have analyzed radio, infrared and X-ray data of
the SNR G296.8-0.3 to investigate the origin of the ra-
diative process involved in the generation of the emis-
sion observed. The diffuse X-ray emission is clearly
correlated with the unusual rectangular strip running
through its center seen at radio frequencies, where we
found a region with significant lower density, and a
bright X-ray shell-like feature at the northwest part of
the SNR coincident with the internal boundary of the
radio shell. The 24 µm observations show two limb-
brightened shell-like structures on the northwest and
southeast parts of the SNR, and faint filaments strongly
correlated with the radio shells. The spectral study
confirms that the X-ray diffuse emission is thermal and
the column density of the SNR is high (NH∼0.64×10
22
cm−2) supporting distant location (d >9 kpc) for the
SNR.
In addition, a compact X-ray source was also de-
tected close to the geometrical center of the SNR.
The object presents some characteristics of the CCOs,
and the neutral hydrogen absorption column NH is
consistent with that of the SNR. Although these re-
sults support a physical connexion with the SNR, high-
resolution X-ray observations carry out with the Chan-
dra satellite are necessary to better understand the na-
ture of the X-ray source.
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